Introduction
Many of the object class recognition algorithms are based on aggregating the local visual information extracted from images to learn about object models and then to use them to classify images using supervised techniques. In this context, bag of visual words (BOVW) models have indisputably become a reference in scene classification [1] . In a BOVW model, local visual information is firstly extracted from training images. This often takes the form of salient local patches extracted from interest points, whose detection remains a crucial step. Recently, dense sampling strategy has been reported to be better than sparse sampling [2] . Then, a selection of descriptors is achieved to characterize each interest point (see [3] for an evaluation of color descriptors for object and scene classification). Once feature descriptors have been extracted from a training set of images, a clustering step is usually performed in order to obtain visual words or to create visual dictionaries. This step which creates the BOVW model is called vector quantization. Generally, cluster centers are considered as visual words. They are usually extracted by K-means based-algorithms [1, 3] even though other approaches have been applied, such as kmedian clustering [4] , mean-shift clustering [5] , hie- * This work is part of the ongoing ANR SATTIC 07-1 184534 research project. 978-1-4244-9631-0/10/$26.00 c ⃝2010 IEEE rarchical K-means [6] , agglomerative clustering [7] , randomized trees [8] , radius based-clustering [5, 9] , or regular lattice-base strategies [10] . Thanks to the vector quantization, a given image can then be mapped into this new space of visual words leading to a bag of visual words, where each word can be weighted either according to its frequency or using more sophisticated techniques. A classifier can then be learned in this new vector space.
In this paper, we make a special focus on the crucial step of visual word determination. Cluster centers are supposed to reveal large variability of local image structures and capture parts that reoccur on many instances of similar concepts. Therefore, a good clustering approach should generate clusters that are discriminative enough to classify instances of various concepts with less ambiguity as well as general enough to represent an object model or part of it. We emphasize on accurate visual word representations that allow forming small yet powerful dictionaries that are discriminative and generalize well on large datasets.
It is important to note that much of the previously cited work on vector quantization uses unsupervised techniques. Therefore, clusters produced by unsupervised partitioning clustering tend to move towards dense areas and restrict the discriminative and generalization power of BOVW model. K-means and mean-sift-based clustering will keep adding feature vectors to highly populated centers even if the given feature vector is not semantically relevant in this cluster. For example, in an unsupervised clustering algorithm, a feature descriptor from a concept (say cat) may easily be assigned to a cluster whose majority represents a different concept (say a dog) due to moderate distance between cluster center and the feature descriptors. In these conventional clustering algorithms, there is no way to prevent semantically different feature descriptors from being assigned to the same cluster.
Only very few effort has been applied to use local statistical information to perform supervised visual word generation. For example, in [8] , the authors present the Extremely Randomized Clustering Forests. This approach is first based on the supervised learning of small ensembles of trees which contain a lot of valuable information about locality in descriptor space. Then, ignoring the class labels, these trees are used as simple spatial partitioners that assign a distinct region label to each leaf. Semi-supervised clustering techniques [11] also take into account the labels but only part of the training sample is supposed to be labeled and this less complete information is used as strong constraints (must-link and cannotlink between data points) to create the clusters.
In this paper, we present another way to take into account class labels during the visual word construction process. The proposed method creates universal dictionaries based on supervised conceptspecific local statistical data. We use conscious competitive learning with a supervised vector quantization that reveals concept or category specific local feature distributions with controlled cluster growing. Our algorithm is effective and very efficient in comparison with a standard K-means algorithm.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 is devoted to the presentation of our algorithm. In Section 3, we carry out a large experimental comparison on the PASCAL VOC-2007 dataset [12] . We conclude this paper in Section 4.
Proposed Method
Our proposed clustering algorithm tries to make use of available class labels during the visual word construction step. Let C = {C 1 ...C n } be the set of n classes or concepts in the image dataset. From each training image I, a set X = {X 1 ...X m } is extracted where X k is a feature descriptor (for example a SIFT-128 feature descriptor) of local feature descriptors. Each feature descriptor X k is assigned to a label C j depending on the object class of the image from which the feature is generated. If there are multiple objects (which belong to multiple classes) in the image, the feature descriptors are extracted from bounding box images surrounding each object and having their own class label. Once this labeling process is done, the extracted feature descriptors are used in a supervised process to create the clusters. Each feature descriptor
The common first step of our partitioning clustering algorithm consists in generating initial cluster representatives (see Algorithm 1). Our objective is to create a sufficient number (N) of clusters per class C j ∈ C. These initial cluster representatives should be well separated from each other. We choose to create N * n clusters in total. Let p j i be the i th cluster representative of class C j . P , the set of cluster representatives, is defined as follows:
Initial cluster representative set P.
METHOD:
1. Select randomly a class C c and a first representa-
is the Euclidean distance between the cluster representative p and the feature vector X k . To illustrate this algorithm, consider the scenario presented in Fig.1 . Suppose there are three classes (n = 3), namely black, red and green and 18 data points in total. Suppose we need to cluster this dataset with two cluster representatives per class (N = 2). Now suppose that the data point No.1 is randomly selected as the representative for the black cluster. Now we need to find a cluster representative for green. tive will be No.18. So, the initial set of cluster representatives is {1, 5, 8, 10, 15, 18} where the set {1, 5} represents the black class, {8, 10} the green class and {15, 18} the red one. As it can be seen from Fig. 2 , this algorithm allows us to create well distributed and separated initial cluster representatives which belong to all the classes. This alleviates the usual strategy of partitioning algorithms such as K-means prone to initial random representative selection. Note that only the first representative has to be selected randomly by the user (step 1), the other representatives are selected by the algorithm. The complexity of this first selection step is O(mT N 2 n) where T is the total number of training images.
Supervised Clustering Step
After selecting the most interesting N first centroids for each class, we assign, as in the K-means algorithm, each point (i.e. a feature descriptor) of the training set to its nearest cluster. However, on the contrary of the K-means algorithm, (i) we take into account the labels of the training points both in the assignation phase and in the centroids computation phase and (ii) we recompute the centroids of the clusters incrementally after each assignment. The process is repeated until convergence of the centroids. Our new clustering algorithm is presented in Algorithm 2 whose core is the update rule of step 4. The current cluster representatives are updated iteratively using a supervised approach.
(1) Set of data points excluding initial cluster representatives X = X -P (2) Initial cluster representatives P from algo. (1) OUTPUT: Final cluster representatives set P INITIALIZE:
The dissimilarity function D f (p j i , X k ) (used in step 3) which measures the dissimilarity between the cluster representative p j i and the feature descriptor X k is given by eq. (2):
where α ≤ 1. This parameter helps each feature descriptor to be assigned to a correct class cluster and we call it the semantic control parameter since it tries to prevent semantically different descriptors from being added to the same cluster. In other words, if X k is at an about equal distance from 2 centers, using α < 1 will lead to assign X k to the center belonging to the same class. Note that fixing α = 1 boils down to annihilating the super- Because of this condition, our algorithm will not allow data points being assigned to the same cluster over and over again. This allows a fair distribution of the feature descriptors assigned to each cluster and creates clusters which encapsulate local statistics over the feature space more accurately than most of other clustering algorithms. Since the class of the feature descriptors are taken into account during the clustering process, this algorithm will create more concept oriented clusters. Hence these clusters are good representatives of learned object class models and this helps to create more representative and informative feature vectors or bag of visual words. In step 4, each cluster representative is updated based on the weighted mean of the cluster. The update rule makes sure that the mean vector p j i moves towards or away from the assigned data point X k depending on the class j of p j i and on the own class of the data point X k . Each time a new data point X k is presented to Algorithm 2, all cluster representatives compete for this data point and the winner cluster representative is determined based on Eq. (2). η is a positive parameter (0 < η < 1) which controls how much the winner cluster representative will move towards or move away from the assigned feature descriptor.
The stopping criterion for our clustering algorithm is given by eq. (3) as follows:
According to eq. (3), if all cluster representatives move by a distance lower than λ in two successive iterations (t and t + 1), the algorithm stops. In practice, the algorithm also stops when the number of iterations has reached the maximum value of t max . Once the algorithm stops, the final cluster representatives P are used as visual words. The complexity of the learning step is O (mN nDt max ) where D is the dimensionality of the descriptors (e.g. 128 for SIFT descriptors [13] ). The complexity of this clustering step is as low as for the simple K-means algorithm which is O(mKDt max ). For the K-means algorithm, K is the total number of clusters (in our case, K = n × N ). The next section describes the obtained experimental results.
Experimental Results

Experimental Protocol
We propose to assess the efficiency of our clustering algorithm in the context of object class recognition. Issues related to selecting a proper dataset in visual object class recognition problem is explained in [14] . In this experimental study, we use the PASCAL VOC-2007 dataset [12] which contains 9963 images, 5011 for training and 4952 for testing. There are 20 classes or concepts in the dataset. The objective is to classify each image of the test set to the appropriate class. In our experiments Harris-Laplace key point detector and dense sampling strategy have been used for feature vector construction with SIFT 128 descriptor. To construct visual dictionaries Harris-Laplace based key-point detector with SIFT 128 feature descriptors are utilized. No dense sampling is used to create visual words. As pointed out in [3] , orientation information is not significant for object class classification problem. Consequently, we neglect this information of key-points and set it to zero. 740,803 key points are utilized to create all visual dictionaries. A color descriptor software provided by [3, 15] is used to extract key-points and SIFT descriptors. A simple normalized term frequency [1] weighting scheme is used to construct bags of visual words. As done in [3] , we use SVMs and Random Forest during the learning process. LibSVM [16] implementation is used with a kernel function which has been optimized in [3] for object class recognition problem. WEKA [17] implementation of Random Forests [18] with 10 random features and 20 trees is used. One difference from experiments done in [3] is that no spatial pyramids are used during any of our experiments. Several dictionaries with different word sizes are used to compare the performance of our algorithm. The precision and recall calculations come from the VOC 2009 competition. This competition also provides an algorithm to deduce the average precision which is the performance criterion we use in our experiments. For all our tests, the maximum number of iterations t max is set to 1000 and λ is set to 0.5. We compare our algorithm with the K-means clustering algorithm which is the most common vector quantization method used in literature.
Parameter optimization
In our algorithm two parameters need to be optimized: α and η. Therefore, we propose to evaluate (using a validation set) the average precision of our clustering algorithm across different values of these two parameters. The results are plotted in Fig. 3 . From this figure, we can see that the average precision is varying from 24% to 34% for these ranges of values. Among all the tested values, α = 0.6 and η = 0.8 provide the best results. For the following experiments, we have chosen these optimum values. 
Cluster features
The aim of our clustering algorithm is twofold. First, it controls the number of points in each cluster in such a way that all the points are well distributed among the clusters. Second, it creates clusters with high purity, i.e. so that the number of classes in each cluster is low. We propose to check these two cluster features in this section.
First, we propose to analyze and compare some statistics about the distribution of the descriptors over clusters formed by K-means and by our algorithm. The average, standard deviation, maximum and minimum number of descriptors assigned to each cluster are presented in tables 1 and 2 for different numbers of clusters. We have already underlined that the clusters produced by unsupervised partitioning clustering, such as the classical K-means tend to move toward dense areas. Indeed, we can see in table 1 that the standarddeviation and the difference between the maximum and the minimum numbers of data points in the clusters are very high. On the other hand, we can see in table 2 that the data points are better distributed among the clusters produced by our algorithm. And this is more obvious when the number of clusters increases. We will see in the next section that well distributed data points help to increase the discriminative power of the object recognition system. refore, we present in tables 3 and 4 some statistics about the number of classes in each cluster. From table 3, we notice that the K-means clustering produces clusters with a high number of classes in each, i.e. clusters with semantically low purity. The problem of low-purity clusters is that a single visual word could represent many concepts which will not be discriminative enough during the learning step. In table 4, we can see that the clusters generated by our algorithm have a high purity comparing with those of K-means since the average numbers of classes per cluster are divided by almost 10 from K-means to our algorithm. Note that the average is not equal to 1 that means that the classes usually share some common features. Indeed, despite the fact our algorithm aims at reducing the impurity of the clusters, it allows us to keep some diversity to prevent the learning algorithm from learning by heart that would lead to an overfitting phenomenon. This potential to create category specific representatives is one of the advantages of our algorithm and we propose to assess the performance of our algorithm in term of average precision in the next section. Table 5 shows the average precisions provided by the two clustering methods for different sizes of visual word dictionaries and using either SVM classifier and Random Forest (RF) in the classification step. These results show that our algorithm significantly outperforms K-means algorithm for all dictionary sizes. The average precisions for each class are presented in Fig. 4 , for which 4000 visual words have been used. We notice that our algorithm performs well on almost all classes using both SVM classifier and Random Forest classifier. 
Classification results
Conclusion
In this paper, we introduced a novel visual word construction algorithm of low computational complexity. Our approach allows us to create well separated, evenly distributed, discriminative and concept specific clusters with controlled cluster growing. Our new gradient descent-based algorithm extends the standard K-means framework by using the class labels when assigning data points to clusters. Our algorithm leads to significant improvement over the standard K-means approach and we think that our new supervised vector quantization algorithm can be used to extend many other partitional clustering algorithms.
